Interesting Times

Things are going well. *SFB* had two major new modules this year, and the future looks to include the long-awaited *Master Starship Book.* *Federation Commanders* is moving forward into the third phase of its development. F&Es is ready for an exciting new module. Most interesting is the release of several new product lines in 2009.

Our RPG division is poised to become a major part of the company as it always should have been. Jean Sexton has cut her teeth on the very challenging *PD20M* project and is already well into the next one, *Federation.* Prospective writers, excited to work for the best editor in science fiction roleplaying, are presenting her with drafts of core rulebooks for new game systems.

Many deals are in the offing, but we won’t bore you with details until they happen. We will focus on our core business (printing books) supported by the increasingly expanding *Starline* miniatures range.
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